In his writings on love and marriage, eighteenth-century visionary Emanuel Swedenborg asserts that conjugal love can take one of two trajectories and unite either the good with the true or else the false with the evil; participants in such unions are bound for heaven or hell respectively. Marriage is divinely ordained, and the union of God and the church stands as the ideal union to which humans should aspire. Reporting from his mystical visits to a heaven resonating with Neoplatonic overtones in which the lower and higher worlds mirror each other, Swedenborg's writings intimate that the image of God is reproduced in the mating couple, a recreation of the primal androgyne, when male and female he created them.
1 Caught between the representation of the genders as dual and of married love as a single entity, Swedenborg recapitulates his contemporary and later infl uential distress about whether to see love through binary oppositions or as a process of achieving wholeness. The confl ict of how to perceive conjugal love continued, in Swedenborg's legacy, in his pervasive infl uence on the American renaissance.
Swedenborg's writings were the primary theological touchstone for the American articulation of Spiritualism, a religious movement begun in 1848 and characterized by some contemporary scholars as the more exoteric branch of American hermeticism. Contact with the dead disclosed that heaven resembled the familiar landscapes of earth, with neighborhoods, churches, schools, and social occasions, in essence a sanitized version of the ethos of the time. The dead participated in the fascination with technology as well as the burgeoning populism of the new middle class, and like many contemporaneous religious movements both Spiritualists and the spirits refl ected a cultural celebration of the ideals of democracy. Spiritualism proposed that people retained all of their individual characteristics at death and therefore wished to maintain their relationships with those on earth. The spirits of the dead also retained their earthly fl aws and were not made perfect upon entrance to heaven, but rather were subject to errors and mistakes in the afterlife.
Spiritualists were also notable for espousing progressive and frequently radical political reforms on nearly every front. In addition to their important contributions to Abolition and women's rights, they also embraced a wide gamut of liberal platforms, from improving the condition of prisons to relatively arcane calls for phonetic spelling and more congenial underwear. As Ann Braude has ably demonstrated, Spiritualism also sounded the death knell for wide-spread American Calvinism and particularly its policies of infant damnation.
3 By providing grieving mothers with what was understood to be empirical proof of the continued existence of their children in heaven, the movement and theological claims the Spiritualists made. For a discussion of Spiritualism as the "exoteric" branch of the occult "church" in America, see Godwin, The Theosophical Enlightenment, Chapter Ten, especially 188. Both Versluis and Godwin give some credence to the later claims by more hard-line occultists that Spiritualism was seeded or perhaps even masterminded by occult adepts to prepare society for future hermetic truths. See Godwin, o.c., [197] [198] [199] [200] 3 Braude, Radical Spirits, Chapter 2.
